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This paper presents two different control strategies for paper position control in printing
devices. The first strategy is based on standard feedback linearization plus dynamic
extension (dynamic feedback linearization). Even though this controller is very simple to
design, we show that it is not able to handle actuator multiplicative uncertainties, and
therefore, it fails when it is implemented on the experimental setup. The second strategy
we present uses similar concepts, but it is more robust since feedback linearization is
used only to linearize the kinematics of the system and internal loops are used to locally
control the actuator’s positions and velocities. In this paper, not only do we formally
prove the robustness of the second control strategy but we also show its successful
implementation. !DOI: 10.1115/1.4003261"

1 Introduction
Static feedback linearization is a nonlinear technique widely

used for the control of Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output #MIMO$
nonlinear systems. As explained in Refs. !1,2", it consists in dif-
ferentiating each of the outputs several times until at least one of
the inputs appears. At that point we obtain a decoupling matrix,
which needs to be inverted in order to linearize the system. Once
the system is linearized through this transformation, pole place-
ment is used to achieve the desired control objective. Unfortu-
nately, sometimes this decoupling matrix is singular, making static
feedback linearization fail.

A common solution to this problem, usually referred to as dy-
namic feedback linearization, has been presented in Refs. !1–4".
Such a solution consists on adding integrators to some of the input
channels in order to delay the appearance of the inputs when
differentiating the outputs. Proceeding in this way, it might be
possible to construct a new nonsingular decoupling matrix. How-
ever, even if we succeed in finding an invertible decoupling ma-
trix, the control strategy can be very sensible to model parameter
uncertainties. For such cases, it is sometimes advised to modify
this standard technique in order to gain robustness.

In particular, in this paper we show how a Dynamic Feedback
Linearization controller cannot be directly implemented in a
mechatronic application for paper position control on printing de-
vices, and a Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops con-
troller needs to be used instead. This controller has been presented
in Refs. !5,6"; it uses feedback linearization to linearize only the
kinematics of the system and uses internal loops to locally control
the actuators’ positions and velocities.

The mechatronic application discussed in this paper has been
presented in Refs. !7–10". The idea behind this mechanism is
shown in Fig. 1 !11", and it consists on two steerable nips that
permit the control of the longitudinal, lateral, and angular posi-
tions of a sheet while it is being driven forward. As mentioned in
Refs. !7,8", this mechanism resembles that of a two-wheel robot
!12"; however, not only does the two-wheel robot have one less
degree of freedom than the steerable nips system but also the

control law proposed by Ref. !12" fails to account for singularities
that arise when the steering angle of the wheels approaches zero.
Moreover, whereas the two-wheel robot requires three inputs to
follow a reference trajectory, the steerable nips require four in
order to steer and rotate each roller #see Fig. 1$.

The asymptotic stability of the Robust Feedback Linearization
Plus Inner Loops control strategy has been already proved in
Refs. !5,6". Such stability analysis was conducted primarily to
tune the control system gains in order to achieve a set of perfor-
mance parameters, mainly to reduce tracking errors by a prespeci-
fied amount in a finite specified time. However, we will now show
its robustness to actuator multiplicative uncertainties by analyzing
its convergence as time goes to infinity and by seeking to attain
exponential stability of the nominal system. Furthermore, we will
contrast its robustness to that of the Dynamic Feedback Linear-
ization controller.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the steerable nips mechanism and presents its model.
Section 3 presents the development of the Dynamic Feedback
Linearization controller designed for this application, and Sec. 4
presents the Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops
controller, which has been successfully implemented on the ex-
perimental setup. Section 5 compares the robustness of both con-
trol strategies, and Sec. 6 presents experimental results. Finally,
some concluding remarks are stated in Sec. 7.

2 Steerable Nips Mechanism
As mentioned in Sec. 1, the idea behind the steerable nips

mechanism is shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, this figure shows a
sheet moving along a flat surface through the steerable nips
mechanism and in the direction of the arrow labeled v! . This
mechanism has been designed so that it can correct lateral sheet
position errors without having to translate any actuators and with-
out inflicting any damage on the paper. This is possible by steer-
ing the two rollers shown in the figure, which are underneath a
backer ball. As a result, each roller is in contact with the sheet at
only one point, letting the sheets safely move laterally while they
are being driven forward. The roller is driven by a servo motor
#process direction motor$ attached to a rotating table, which is in
turn steered by another servo motor #steering motor$. A complete
description of this mechanism can be found in Refs. !8–10". Note
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that in Fig. 1, the two rollers, located at points 1 and 2, are sepa-
rated by a fixed distance 2b.

In Refs. !5,6", we were able to show asymptotic convergence of
the robust feedback linearization plus inner loops control strategy
#described in Sec. 4$ only for a sheet of finite length and thus for
finite time. Such constraints were necessary because one of the
control objectives was that the sheet’s leading edge needed to
track a desired reference, which moved at a constant speed. In
practice, however, sheets have finite length and, therefore, the
leading edge of the sheet only needs to be controlled until it
reaches the beginning of the image transfer station #ITS$ of the
printing device. By maintaining this control architecture, as time
goes to infinity, so does the length of the page, and the control
effort to control the position of the leading edge of the sheet
becomes increasingly larger. Thus, in order to conduct a robust-
ness analysis, we will require the sheet track a constant longitu-
dinal speed in the longitudinal direction instead of requiring the
position of the leading edge of the paper track a reference position
trajectory moving with a constant speed. As will be shown in Sec.
5.1, by imposing velocity rather than position control, in the lon-
gitudinal direction, the tracking errors in the nominal system con-
verge exponentially rather than just asymptotically since we no
longer require to control the position of the leading edge of a sheet
whose length goes to infinity.

Furthermore, in Refs. !5,6" we used the leading right corner of
the sheet #point C in Fig. 1$ as a reference for controlling the
lateral and longitudinal positions of the page. However, since we
will consider a page of infinite length, we would like to com-
pletely decouple lateral from longitudinal positions as in Fig. 2.
Specifically, we will refer to the lateral position of the page x as
the point along the lateral edge of the sheet that is in contact with
the lateral sensor shown in this figure. Similarly, we will define
the longitudinal position of the sheet y as the point along the
leading edge of the sheet that is in contact with the longitudinal
sensor located along the process direction in the middle of rollers
1 and 2; ! will represent the angular position of the sheet. Note
that since the two rollers steer independently, the sheet can also

buckle or stretch. Thus, we need to keep buckling at a minimum
and make sure that the sheet never stretches. As shown in Fig. 1,
we define the amount of buckling of the sheet " as the difference
between the distance separating points 1 and 2 as measured along
the paper #2b−"$ and along a straight line #2b$. Furthermore, #̇i
#i=1,2$ represents the angular velocity of the rollers in the direc-
tion parallel to the sheet, and !i #i=1,2$ represents their angular
position in the direction perpendicular to the sheet.

The steerable nips mechanism has four nonholonomic con-
straints, which come from nonslip conditions on the rollers and
local velocities #of the paper$ being zero in the direction perpen-
dicular to the rotation of the rollers at the point of contact with the
rollers. Thus, its kinematics model is derived so that these con-
straints are satisfied at all times; such a model is derived in Refs.
!9,10", and it is represented by the following equations:

ẋ = r2#̇2%sin !2 −
x + b

2b
tan ! cos !2&

+ r1#̇1
x − b

2b
tan ! cos !1 ª fx#x!$

ẏ = − r2#̇2%sin !2 tan ! +
y tan ! + b

2b
cos !2&

+ r1#̇1
y tan ! − b

2b
cos !1 ª fy#x!$

!̇ =
1

2b
#r1 cos !1#̇1 − r2 cos !2#̇2$ ª f!#x!$

"̇ = r2 sin !2#̇2 − r1 sin !1#̇1 ª f"#x!$ #1$

where r1 and r2 are the radii of the two rollers, and the state vector
is given by x! = !x ! " !1 !2 #̇2 #̇2 !̇1 !̇2"T. It should be noted
that y is not a state because, as mentioned earlier, we are control-
ling the longitudinal velocity of the page at the location of the ITS
#y=L$ instead of its longitudinal position. As mentioned in Ref.
!8", a simple model that adequately describes both the process
direction and steering actuator dynamics is given by

#̈i + $pi#̇i = %piVpi #i = 1,2$

!̈i + $si!̈i = %siVsi #i = 1,2$ #2$

where Vji is the input voltage to each motor, and $ ji and % ji are
coefficients that depend on the inertias and rotational viscous
damping coefficients of the different components of the steerable
nips mechanism. Subindexes p and s stand for process direction
and steering actuators, respectively. Using Eqs. #1$ and #2$ we
obtain the following state space representation:

d

dt'
x

!

"

!1

!2

#̇1

#̇2

!̇1

!̇2

( = '
fx#x!$
f!#x!$
f"#x!$

!̇1

!̇2

− $p1#̇1

− $p2#̇2

− $s1!̇1

− $s2!̇2

( + '
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

%p1 0 0 0

0 %p2 0 0

0 0 %s1 0

0 0 0 %s2
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(
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Fig. 1 Steerable nips with paper buckle
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Fig. 2 Top view of steerable nips
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y! = !x ẏL ! " " #3$

where fx#x!$, f!#x!$, and f"#x!$ are defined in Eq. #1$, and ẏL is equal
to fy#x!$ evaluated at y=L.

3 Dynamic Feedback Linearization Controller
In this section, we will first show that pure feedback lineariza-

tion cannot be applied to the steerable nips system. Then, we will
show that even though a strategy based on dynamic feedback
linearization can be designed, it cannot be implemented on the
experimental setup due to actuator multiplicative uncertainties.

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the control objective is to control the
lateral and angular positions of the sheet before it arrives at the
ITS as well as its longitudinal velocity at that location. This needs
to be accomplished within a finite prespecified time and through
the use of four control inputs. Two of these inputs rotate and steer
one roller, and the other two inputs rotate and steer the other
roller.

If we simply use static feedback linearization for this system,
differentiating outputs x, !, and " twice and output ẏL once, we
obtain an expression of the form

!ẍ ÿL !̈ "̈ "T
= A#x!$ + B#x!$!Vp1 Vp2 Vs1 Vs2 "T #4$

where the decoupling matrix B#x!$ is singular. Thus, following the
work presented in Refs. !1–4", in order to obtain a new nonsingu-
lar decoupling matrix, we add an integrator to the input channels
corresponding to Vp1 and Vp2. Proceeding in this way, Vp1 and Vp2
become new states of the system and their derivatives become two
of the control inputs. We then define the new states zi #i=1,2$ and
new control inputs wi #i=1–4$ as

z1 = Vp1 z2 = Vp2

w1 = ż1 w2 = ż2

w3 = Vs1 w4 = Vs2 #5$
and obtain the following enlarged system:

d

dt'
x

!

"

!1

!2

#̇1

#̇2

!̇1

!̇2

z1

z2

( ='
fx#x!$
f!#x!$
f"#x!$

!̇1

!̇2

− $p1#̇1 + %p1z1

− $p2#̇2 + %p2z2

− $s1!̇1

− $s2!̇2

0

0

( + '
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 %s1 0

0 0 0 %s2

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

('w1

w2

w3

w4

(

y! = !x ẏL ! " "T #6$

where we define the enlarged state vector as x!e

= !x ! " !1 !2 #̇2 #̇2 !̇1 !̇2 z1 z2"T. Differentiating outputs
x, !, and " three times and output ẏL twice, we now obtain

!x" y"L !" "̇̇̇̇ "T
= Ae#x!e$ + Be#x!e$!w1 w2 w3 w4 "T #7$

where Ae#x!e$ is a nonlinear vector and Be#x!e$ is a nonlinear square
matrix. By computing the inverse of Be#x!e$, it can be shown that
this matrix is nonsingular as long as the sheet is always moving in
the process direction ##̇1 , #̇2!0$. Thus, if we apply the feedback
linearization control law

!w1 w2 w3 w4 "T = Be#x!e$−1#v! #x!e$ − Ae#x!e$$

v! #x!e$ = '
x"d + kx#ẍd − ẍ$ + lx#ẋd − ẋ$ + &x#xd − x$

y"d + ky#ÿd − ÿ$ + ly#ẏd − ẏ$

!"d + k!#!̈d − !̈$ + l!#!̇d − !̇$ + &!#!d − !$

""d + k"#"̈d − "̈$ + l"#"̇d − "̇$ + &"#"d − "$
( #8$

by proper selection of gains k’s, l’s, and &’s through pole place-
ment, we can guarantee that the state errors converge to zero.
Furthermore, since the enlarged system consist of 11 states and
the relative degree is also 11, there are no internal dynamics, and
we can conclude that the enlarged system is exponentially stable.
The block diagram for this control strategy is shown in Fig. 3.
Using this control law, for a sheet moving at a nominal velocity of
'=0.5 m /s and having initial errors #x#0$ , ẏL#0$ ,!#0$ ,"#0$$
= #8 mm, 30 mm /s , 2.5 m rad, 0.1 mm$ we obtain the simu-
lation results shown in Fig. 4.

The dashed line in Fig. 4 shows that the dynamic feedback
linearization controller does a good job in reducing initial errors
when we only consider a nominal plant for the actuators. How-
ever, this control strategy fails when we consider actuator multi-
plicative uncertainties as in Fig. 5, where Pji is the actuator plant
given by Eq. #2$, and ( ji is the uncertainty dynamics. This is true
even for relatively mild uncertainty dynamics as the one given by

(pi#s$ =
"pi

#s + mpi$2 (si#s$ =
"si

s + msi
i = 1,2 #9$

In particular, the solid line in Fig. 4 shows the results when the
multiplicative uncertainties in Eq. #9$ are introduced to the system
with mpi=msi=1.5 and "pi="si=1 for i=1,2. Notice that the con-
trol strategy fails not only because it is not able to eliminate errors
in the longitudinal velocity of the sheet but also because it
stretches the page #negative values for the error in buckling$,
which should never occur. In Sec. 5, we will compare the robust-
ness of this control strategy to the one presented in Sec. 4. In fact,
we will use the small gain theorem to show that whereas the
controller presented in Sec. 4 is robust to actuator multiplicative
uncertainties, the same cannot be concluded for the controller just
discussed in this section. Finally, note that since the process di-
rection actuator controls velocity #as opposed to the steering ac-
tuator, which controls position$, a second order model was used
for its uncertainty, which greatly simplifies the analysis performed
in Sec. 5. However, we would have obtained similar results even
if a first order model was used as the uncertainty for the process
direction actuator. In fact, we could replace the second order
model in Eq. #9$ by two first order models in parallel, with one of
them having an arbitrarily large pole and corresponding large
gain.

4 Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops
Controller

The control strategy presented in this section uses similar con-
cepts to those described in Sec. 3. However, instead of linearizing
the whole system, we use feedback linearization only to linearize
the kinematics and use inner loops to locally control the actuator’s

1
s

1
s

ω
1

ω2

ω3

ω4

z1

z2 xdx

ex

ω = Β ( v - A )ee

−1
x = f(x) + gu
.

Fig. 3 Dynamic Feedback Linearization controller
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rotational velocities and steering positions. Figure 6 shows the
control strategy implemented to the real system. There, the feed-
back linearization controller CFBL produces desired rotational ac-
celerations and desired steering velocities, which after being inte-
grated, are used as references to locally control the actuators,
which are represented by blocks Pji #j=p,s; i=1,2$. It should be
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noticed that by feedback linearizing only the kinematics and not
the dynamics of the system #as opposed to the controller presented
in Sec. 3$ the control system gains robustness since the local
controllers can efficiently handle actuator uncertainties. This will
be formally proven in Sec. 5. The actuators in Fig. 6 are controlled
through feedback plus feedforward; these local controllers are

CFBpi
#s$ = )pi +

*pi

s
CFFpi

=
1

%pi
%1 +

$pi

s
&

CFBsi
#s$ = )si + *sis CFFsi

=
1

%si
%1 +

$si

s
& #10$

where )’s and *’s are controller gains, $’s and %’s are the actuator
coefficients defined in Eq. #2$, and subindex i corresponds to each
of the two rollers. In order to be able to estimate the desired
steering acceleration !̈id #needed for feedforward control$, we use
two first order filters, a technique called dynamic surface control
described in Ref. !13". Note that if filter gain +i is sufficiently

small, the value of the signal generated by the controller CFBL !̇̂i,
will be very close to that of the filter output !̇id. In order to obtain
the feedback linearization law CFBL, we first need to differentiate
outputs x, !, and " twice, and output ẏL once, obtaining the ex-
pression

!ẍ ÿL !̈ "̈ "T
= Ar#x!$ + Br#x!$!#̈1 #̈2 !̇1 !̇2 "T #11$

where, again, Ar#x!$ is a nonlinear vector, and Br#x!$ is a nonlinear
square matrix. Note that by computing the inverse of Br#x!$, it can
be shown that this matrix is invertible as long as the sheet is
always moving along the process direction ##̇1 , #̇2!0$. Thus, we
can safely apply the following feedback linearization law #block
CFBL in Fig. 6$:

!#̈1d #̈2d !̇̂1 !̇̂2 "T
= Br#x!$−1#v! #x!$ − Ar#x!$$ #12$

v! #x!$ = '
ẍd + #kx + &x$#ẋd − ẋ$ + kx&x#xd − x$

ÿd + ky#ẏd − ẏL$

!̈d + #k! + &!$#!̇d − !̇$ + k!&!#!d − !$

"̈d + #k" + &"$#"̇d − "̇$ + k"&"#"d − "$
( #13$

where k’s and &’s are controller gains. Figure 7 shows simulation
results for the controller just presented using the same initial con-
ditions as those used for the control system described in Sec. 3.
This figure shows results for the cases with and without the mul-
tiplicative uncertainties defined in Eq. #9$. Contrary to the results
obtained using the controller described in Sec. 3, the Robust Feed-
back Linearization Plus Inner Loops controller corrects the initial
errors of the sheet in both cases. The exponential stability of the
closed-loop system and its robustness to actuator multiplicative
uncertainties will be proved in Sec. 5.

5 Robustness Analysis
In this section, we will first show the exponential stability of the

Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops nominal control
#presented in Sec. 4$ through the indirect method of Lyapunov,
and then we will show its robustness to actuator multiplicative
uncertainties. Finally, we will compare its robustness to that of the
Dynamic Feedback Linearization control system presented in Sec.
3.

5.1 Stability of the Robust Feedback Linearization Plus
Inner Loops Control Strategy. Let us first define paper coordi-
nate and actuator errors by

x̃ = xd − x !̃ = !d − !

"̃ = "d − " ,i = !̇̂i − !̇id #i = 1,2$
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Fig. 7 Simulation results using the Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops
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,pi = #̇id − #̇i ,si = !id − !i #i = 1,2$ #14$
and let us also define the following surface errors:

sx = ẋ̃ + &xx̃ sy = ẏ̃ = ẏd − ẏL

s! = !̇̃ + &!!̃ s" = "̇̃ + &!"̃

s,p1
= ,̇p1 + &,p1

,p1 s,s1
= ,̇s1 + &,s1

,s1

s,p2
= ,̇p2 + &,p2

,p2 s,s2
= ,̇s2 + &,s2

,s2 #15$

Combining Eqs. #11$–#14$ we obtain the closed-loop expression

!ẍ ẏL !̈ "̈ "T
= v! #x!$ − Br#x!$!,̇p1 ,̇p2 #,̇s1 + ,1$ #,̇s2 + ,2$ "T

#16$
Now, we are going to write the system error dynamics in terms of
paper coordinate errors #x̃ , !̃ , "̃$, actuator errors #,p1, ,p2, ,s1, ,s2,
,1, and ,2$, and surface errors #sx, sy, s!, s", s,p1

, s,p2
, s,s1

, and

s,s2
$. First, note that we can easily obtain expressions for ẋ̃, !̇̃, "̇̃,

,̇p1, ,̇p2, ,̇s1, and ,̇s2 from Eq. #15$.
In order to obtain an expression for ṡx, we need to take the

derivative of sx in Eq. #15$, express Eq. #13$ in terms of paper and
and surface errors, and combine it to Eq. #16$, as follows:

ṡx = ẍ̃ + &xẋ̃ = ẍd − ẍ + &xẋ̃ = − kxsx + b11,̇p1 + b12,̇p2 + b13,̇s1

+ b14,̇s2 = − kxsx + b11#s,p1
− &,p1

,p1$ + b12#s,p2
− &,p2

,p2$

+ b13#s,s1
− &,s1

,s1 + ,1$ + b14#s,s2
− &,s2

,s2 + ,2$ #17$

where bij is the #i , j$th element of matrix Br#x!$ in Eq. #11$. We can
then obtain expressions for ṡy, ṡ!, and ṡ" in a similar fashion. If
we now let controller gains *pi and )si #i=1,2$ in Eq. #10$ be
equal to

*pi =
#$pi + %pi)pi − &,pi

$&,pi

%pi
#i = 1,2$

)si =
#$si + *si%si − &,si

$&,si

%si
#i = 1,2$ #18$

we can obtain an expression for ṡ,p1
as we did for ṡx. In fact, if we

differentiate s,p1
in Eq. #15$, and combine Eqs. #2$, #10$, #15$, and

#18$, we obtain

ṡ,p1
= ,̈p1 + &,p1

,̇p1 = − #$p1 + %p1)p1$,̇p1 − *p1%p1,p1 + &,p1
,̇p1

= − #$p1 + %p1)p1 − &,p1
$s,p1

#19$

Again, expressions for ṡ,p2
, ṡ,s1

, and ṡ,s2
can be obtained in a

similar fashion. Finally, ,̇i #i=1,2$ is given by

,̇i = !̈̂i − !̈id =
" !̇̂i

"-!
-!̇ +

" !̇̂i

"t
−

1

+i
,i #20$

where -! is defined by

-! = !x̃ sx sy !̃ s! "̃ s" "T #21$

Note that the partial derivatives in Eq. #20$ can be written in terms
of paper coordinates and actuator and surface errors #Eqs. #14$
and #15$$; however, due to their complexity and length, they will
not be explicitly written in this paper. Furthermore, the partial
derivative with respect to time is equal to zero when e!#t$=0 #see
definition of e!#t$ in Eq. #24$$.

In summary, the system errors dynamics can then be expressed
as

ẋ̃ = − &xx̃ + sx

!̇̃ = − &!!̃ + s!

"̇̃ = − &""̃ + s"

,̇p1 = − &p1,p1 + s,p1

,̇p2 = − &p2,p2 + s,p2

,̇s1 = − &s1,s1 + s,s1

,̇s2 = − &s2,s2 + s,s2

ṡx = − kxsx + b11#s,p1
− &,p1

,p1$ + b12#s,p2
− &,p2

,p2$

+ b13#s,s1
− &,s1

,s1 + ,1$ + b14#s,s2
− &,s2

,s2 + ,2$

ṡy = − kysy + b21#s,p1
− &,p1

,p1$ + b22#s,p2
− &,p2

,p2$

+ b23#s,s1
− &,s1

,s1 + ,1$ + b24#s,s2
− &,s2

,s2 + ,2$

ṡ! = − k!s! + b31#s,p1
− &,p1

,p1$ + b32#s,p2
− &,p2

,p2$

+ b33#s,s1
− &,s1

,s1 + ,1$ + b34#s,s2
− &,s2

,s2 + ,2$

ṡ" = − k"s" + b41#s,p1
− &,p1

,p1$ + b42#s,p2
− &,p2

,p2$

+ b43#s,s1
− &,s1

,s1 + ,1$ + b44#s,s2
− &,s2

,s2 + ,2$

ṡ,p1
= − #$p1 + %p1)p1 − &,p1

$s,p1

ṡ,p2
= − #$p2 + %p2)p2 − &,p2

$s,p2

ṡ,s1
= − #$s1 + %s1*s1 − &,s1

$s,s1

ṡ,s2
= − #$s2 + %s2*s2 − &,s2

$s,s2

,̇1 = −
1

+1
,1 +

" !̇̂1

"-!
-!̇ +

" !̇̂1

"t

,̇2 = −
1

+2
,2 +

" !̇̂2

"-!
-!̇ +

" !̇̂2

"t
#22$

where bij is the #i , j$th element of matrix Br#x!$ in Eq. #11$, and -!
is defined by Eq. #21$.

For simplicity, Eq. #22$ can be rewritten in compact form as

ė!#t$ = f#e!#t$$ #23$

where the error vector e!#t$ is given by

e!#t$ = !x̄ ȳ !̄ "̄ ,̄p1 ,̄p2 ,̄s1 ,̄s2 ,̄ "T #24$

and the elements of e!#t$ are

x̄ = ) x̃

sx
* ȳ = sy !̄ = ) !̃

s!
*

"̄ = ) "̃

s"
* ,̄p1 = ),p1

s,p1

* ,̄p2 = ),p2

s,p2

*
,̄s1 = ),s1

s,s1

* ,̄s2 = ),s2

s,s2

* ,̄ = ),1

,2
* #25$

If we now define the desired trajectory by
#xd ,!d ,"d , ẋd , ẏd , !̇d , "̇d$= #0,0 ,0 ,0 ,' ,0 ,0$, where ' is the nomi-
nal longitudinal velocity of the sheet, and we linearize the system
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described in Eq. #22$ around x̃= !̃= "̃=,p1=,p2=,s1=,s2=sx=sy
=s!=s"=s,p1

=s,p2
=s,s1

=s,s2
=,1=,2=0, we can obtain an ex-

pression of the form

ė!#t$ = Ge!#t$ #26$

where G is given by

G = '
Ax 0 0 0 0 0 0 Bx

,s2 Bx
,

0 Ay 0 0 By
,p1 By

,p2 0 0 0

0 0 A! 0 B!
,p1 B!

,p2 0 0 0

0 0 0 A" 0 0 B"
,s1 B"

,s2 B"
,

0 0 0 0 A,p1
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 A,p2
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 A,s1
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A,s2
0

B,
x 0 B,

! B,
" B,

,p1 B,
,p2 B,

,s1 B,
,s2 A,

( #27$

where matrices A’s depend only on controller gains, and matrices
B’s depend on controller gains as well as on system parameters. If
we now define n1 and n2 as

n1 = !,̄p1 ,̄p2 ,̄s1 ,̄s2 "T

n2 = !x̄ ȳ !̄ "̄ ,̄ "T #28$

we can express Eqs. #26$ and #27$ as

)ṅ1

ṅ2
* = )An1

0

Bn2

n1 An2

*)n1

n2
* #29$

where the solutions for n1#t$ and n2#t$ are given by

n1#t$ = eAn1
tn1#0$

n2#t$ = eAn2
tn2#0$ + )+

0

t

eAn2
#t−+$Bn2

n1eAn1
+d+*n1#0$ #30$

It is easy to show now that by proper selection of the controller
gains #&’s and k’s in Eq. #13$ and )’s and *’s in Eq. #10$$, there
exist positive constants k̄ and *̄ such that

,e!#t$, . k̄,e!#0$,exp#− *̄t$ #31$
And, therefore, the linearized error dynamics in Eq. #26$ are ex-
ponentially stable. Note that Ref. !5" details the procedure used to
obtain controller gains &’s, k’s, )’s, and *’s. Moreover, if we
define the Lyapunov function

v#e!$ = e!TPe! #32$
where P is the positive definite solution to the Lyapunov equation

GTP + PG = − Q #33$
and Q is any positive definite matrix, we obtain the bounds

&min#P$,e!,2 . v#e!$ . &max#P$,e!,2 #34$

v̇#e!$ . − &min#Q$,e!,2 #35$

-"v
"e!

- . &max#P$,e!, #36$

Furthermore, it can be shown that if we rewrite Eq. #23$ as

ė! = Ge!#t$ + f1#e!#t$$ #37$

where G is given by Eq. #27$, and define the Lyapunov function as
in Eq. #32$, where P is given by Eq. #33$, then v#e!$ satisfies
inequalities #34$ and #36$. Moreover, since f1#e!$ satisfies

lim,e!,→0
,f1#e!$,

,e!, =0, then for any k/0, ∃r/0 such that ,f1#e!$,
.k,e!,∀ ,e!,0r. In particular, if we let k=$&min#Q$ /2&max#P$
with 00$01, then ∃r/0 such that, for all ,e!,0r, we have

v̇#e!$ . − &min#Q$#1 − $$,e!,2 with 0 0 $ 0 1 #38$
and thus the nonlinear system in Eq. #23$ is also locally exponen-
tially stable.

5.2 Robustness of the Robust Feedback Linearization Plus
Inner Loops Control Strategy. Let us now analyze the robust-
ness of the robust feedback linearization plus inner loops control
strategy presented in Sec. 4 to actuator multiplicative uncertain-
ties. Specifically, when we consider the actuator uncertainties
given by Eq. #9$ and shown in Fig. 5, the closed-loop system is
given by

ė! = m#e! ,q! $ = f#e!#t$$ − Dq! #t$ = Ge!#t$ + f1#e!#t$$ − Dq! #t$ #39$

where f#e!$ is defined by Eq. #23$, G and f1#e!#t$$ by Eq. #37$, the
error state vector e!#t$ is given by Eq. #24$, the uncertainty state
vector q! #t$ is given by #see Fig. 5$

q! #t$ = !qp1
1 qp1

2 qp2
1 qp2

2 qs1 qs2 "T #40$

and D is a constant matrix given by

D = '
0#118$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0#118$ %p1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0#118$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0#118$ 0 0 %p2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0#118$ 0 0 0 0 %s1 0 0 0 0

0#118$ 0 0 0 0 0 0 %s2 0 0

(
T

#41$

Thus, we can put the system in the feedback form shown in Fig. 8,
where system H1 is given by Eq. #39$

ė! = m#e! ,q! $ = Ge!#t$ + f1#e!#t$$ − Dq! #t$

y1 = !Vp1 Vp2 Vs1 Vs2 "T #42$
and system H2 includes the uncertainty dynamics of all four ac-
tuators #Eqs. #9$$

q̇! = Gqq! + Dqy1

y2 = q! #43$

where Gq and Dq are given by

Gq = '
0 1 0 0 0 0

− mp1
2 − 2mp1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 − mp2
2 − 2mp2 0 0

0 0 0 0 − ms1 0

0 0 0 0 0 − ms2

( #44$

H1

H2

0

0

+-
++

e1
y

1

e2y2

Fig. 8 Feedback connection for small gain theorem
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Dq = '
0 0 0 0

"p1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 "p2 0 0

0 0 "s1 0

0 0 0 "s2

( #45$

If we can now show that both systems, Hi :Le
4→Le

4, are small-
signal finite-gain L2 stable

,yi+,L2
. *i,ei+,L2

+ %i ∀ ei # Le
4

with

sup0.t.+,ei#t$, . ri #46$

for all +# !0,2$ #for i=1,2$, and also show that *1*201, then by
the small gain theorem !2,14" we can conclude that the feedback
connection in Fig. 8 is also small-signal finite-gain L2 stable and
therefore conclude robustness to actuator multiplicative uncertain-
ties. Note that in Eq. #46$, we needed to define mapping Hi in
terms of extended spaces Le since input ei#L4 may generate an
output yi that does not belong to L4. Moreover, we look at the
truncation of functions up to time +

f+ = . f#t$ 0 . t . +

0 + 0 t
/ #47$

In order to show small-signal finite-gain L2 stability of systems
H1 and H2, we need to use the following theorem, which is pre-
sented in Ref. !14".

THEOREM 5.1. Consider the system

ẋ = f#t,x,u$ x#0$ = xo

y = h#t,x,u$ #48$

Let Bx= 0x#Rn 1 ,x,0r2, Bu= 0u#Rm 1 ,u,0ru2, f : !0,2$1Bx
1Bu→Rn be piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in
#x ,u$, and h : !0,2$1Bx1Bu→Rq be piecewise continuous in t
and continuous in #x ,u$. Suppose that

#1$ x=0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of ẋ
= f#t ,x ,0$ and there is a Lyapunov function v#t ,x$ that sat-
isfies

c1,x,2 . v#t,x$ . c2,x,2

v̇#t,x$ . − c3,x,2

-"v
"x

- . c4,x, #49$

for all #x , t$# !0,2$1Bx for some positive constants
c1–c4;

#2$ f and h satisfy the inequalities

,f#t,x,u$ − f#t,x,0$, . L,u, #50$

,h#t,x,u$, . )1,x, + )2,u, #51$

for all #t ,x ,u$# !0,2$1Bx1Bu for some nonnegative con-
stants L, )1, and )2. Then, for each xo with ,xo,
0r3c1 /c2, the system in Eq. #48$ is small-signal finite-gain
L2 stable. In particular, for each u#L2 with
sup0.t.+,u#t$,0min0ru ,c1c3r /c2c4L2, the output y#t$ satis-
fies

,y+,L2
. *,u+,L2

+ %, ∀ + # !0,2$ #52$

* = )2 +
)1c2c4L

c1c3
% = )1,xo,3c2/c1 #53$

The proof of this theorem can be found in Ref. !14". For our
particular application, in order to show small-signal finite-gain L2
stability of system H1, let us first notice that in Sec. 5.1 we have
shown that e! =0 is an exponential equilibrium point of system ė!
=m#e! ,0$. Also, by defining the Lyapunov function v#e!$ as in Eq.
#32$, we obtain the bounds c1, c2, and c4 for v#e!$ given by Eqs.
#34$ and #36$, and ∃r/0 such that for all ,e!,0r, bound c3 for
v̇#e!$ is given by Eq. #38$. Furthermore, by looking at Eqs. #39$
and #50$ we can easily obtain the value for L since

,m#e! ,q! $ − m#e! ,0$, = ,Dq! , . 3max#D$,q! , #54$

Then, after obtaining )1 and )2 to satisfy the inequality in Eq.
#51$, we invoke Theorem 1 to conclude that system H1 #Eq. #42$$
is small-signal finite-gain L2 stable and satisfies Eq. #46$ with *1
and %1 given by

*1 = )2 +
)13max#D$&max

2 #P$
&min#P$&min#Q$#1 − $$

%1 = )1,e!#0$,3&max#P$/&min#P$ #55$
with 00$01. It is clear that the selection of matrix Q in Eq. #33$
directly affects the value of *1 in Eq. #55$. Thus, in order to obtain
a small value for *1, let T be composed by the eigenvectors #and
generalized eigenvectors$ corresponding to the eigenvalues of ma-
trix G, and perform the similarity transformation e! =Tē! . The sys-
tem in Eq. #42$ then becomes

dē!
dt

= T−1GTē! + T−1f1#Tē!$ − T−1Dq! = Ḡē! + f̄1#ē!$ − D̄q!

y1 = u! #Tē!$ #56$

As with the original realization of system H1, it can be shown that
∃r/0 such that for all ,ē!,0r the inequality in Eq. #46$ is satisfied
with *1 and %1 given by

*1 = )2 +
)13max#T$3max#T−1D$&max

2 #P̄$

&min#P̄$&min#Q̄$#1 − $$

%1 = )13max#T$,Te!#0$,3&max#P̄$/&min#P̄$ #57$

with 00$01, where P̄ and Q̄ satisfy the Lyapunov equation

ḠTP̄ + P̄Ḡ = − Q̄ #58$

with P̄=TTPT and Q̄=TTQT. This time, however, since matrix Ḡ

is in Jordan form, we can select matrix Q̄ so that the ratio
&max

2 #P̄$ /&min#P̄$&min#Q̄$ in *1 #Eq. #57$$ is small.
We can similarly show that system H2 #Eq. #43$$ is small-signal

finite-gain L2 stable and obtain gains *2 and %2. Now, by using
the controller gains used to obtain the simulation results shown in
Fig. 7, we obtain the values for *i and %i #i=1,2$ shown in Table
1. Thus, since *1*201, we conclude from the small gain theorem
that the feedback connection in Fig. 8 is small-signal finite-gain
L2 stable, and therefore, the control system is robust to the actua-
tor multiplicative uncertainties in Eq. #9$. The results presented in
this proof have been used for the uncertainty coefficients defined
in Sec. 3; however, similar results can be obtained for 0.5." ji
.1.5 and 1.3.mji.5 for j= p ,s and i=1,2.

5.3 Robustness of the Dynamic Feedback Linearization
Control Strategy. For the case of the Dynamic Feedback Linear-
ization controller described in Sec. 3, we can perform a similar
analysis. First, we obtain the error dynamics
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x̃!̇e = m̄#x̃!e,q$ = f#x̃!e$ − Dq! #t$ #59$

where x̃!e is the error state vector, f#x̃!e$ is obtained by combining
Eqs. #6$, #8$, and #9$, and D and q! #t$ are defined exactly as in Eq.

#39$. After linearizing ẋ̃e= f#x̃!e$ along x̃!e=0, we can put the system
in the form of Fig. 8. We then show the exponential stability of
x̃!e=0 and obtain constants c1–c4 as in Eqs. #34$, #36$, and #38$.
Once L, )1, and )2 are obtained as described in Sec. 5.2, we use
Eq. #57$ to compute gains *1 and %1. Gains *2 and %2 for system
H2 in Fig. 8 are similarly obtained. Then, using the same control-
ler gains as those used to obtain the results shown in Fig. 4, we
calculate the values for *i and %i #i=1,2$ shown in Table 1. As
seen in this table, this time *1*2/1, and thus, we cannot conclude
anything from the small gain theorem; however, such a large
value for *1 indicates that the system may not be robust to actua-
tor multiplicative uncertainties. Note that not only the same con-
troller gains used in Sec. 3 produced such a large value for *1, but
we were not able to find any set of controller gains that would
satisfy our control objective and at the same time obtain bound-
aries )1 and )2 that would make *1 small enough so that *1*2
01.

6 Experimental Results
The conclusions just made regarding the robustness of the two

control strategies presented are justified not only by the simulation
results shown in Figs. 4 and 7 but also through experimental tests.
Figure 9 shows experimental results when a sheet of finite length
was introduced to the steerable nips section and we used the Ro-
bust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner Loops controller de-
scribed in Sec. 4. Here, the lateral and longitudinal position of the
page is defined by the position of the leading right corner of the
page #point C in Fig. 1$. Figure 9 shows that we were able to
correct the sheet’s position in about 0.3 s. Note that the longitu-
dinal position increases steadily because the sheet moves in the
longitudinal direction at all times. The small discrepancies ob-
served between simulation and experimental results can be attrib-
uted to sensor noise and unmodeled dynamics.

When the Dynamic Feedback Linearization controller pre-
sented in Sec. 3 was tested on the experimental setup, it went
unstable very quickly, and we were not able to collect any data
because we did not want to risk the safety of our setup. However,
in order to illustrate this instability, we performed a hybrid experi-
ment, in which the real actuators were used, but we simulated the
sheet by using the kinematics model. Those results are presented
in Fig. 10, showing that this controller is not able to correct for the
sheet initial position errors.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown the drawbacks of using a control-

ler simply based on Dynamic Feedback Linearization due to un-
modeled dynamics. Furthermore, we presented a robust modified
version, which we call Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner
Loops controller. Not only did we prove that this control strategy
is robust to multiplicative uncertainties, but we also showed its
successful implementation. This control strategy separates kine-
matics from actuator dynamics and uses feedback linearization

Table 1 Gains required to show small-signal finite-gain L!

stability of systems H1 and H2 for the Robust Feedback Linear-
ization Plus Inner Loops „RFLPIL… controller and the Dynamic
Feedback Linearization „DFL… controller

RFLPIL controller DFL controller

*1=3.04 *1=762.04
%1=1.05 %1=0.36
*2=0.27 *2=0.16
%2=0.002 %2=0.003
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Fig. 9 Experimental results using the Robust Feedback Linearization Plus Inner
Loops controller. The solid line is used for experimental results and the dashed line is
used for simulation results.
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only in the kinematics part of the system. Then it uses internal
loops to locally control the rotational velocity and steering posi-
tion of the rollers through standard dynamic linear controllers.
Besides simulation and experimental results, we have also pre-
sented a formal proof that corroborates our findings.
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Fig. 10 Hybrid experimental results using the Dynamic Feedback Linearization con-
troller, where real actuators were used, but the sheet response was simulated using
the kinematic model
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